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The Shine in Beauty Products Cause 

Decline in Child Rights: An Analytical 

Study of Child Labour in Mica Mines with 

Special Reference to Jharkhand 
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  ABSTRACT 
Due to a lot of unemployment in India,Some Parents along with their children do labour 

work to have food on the plate. The large part of the young generation who is the future of 

the country is growing at places where they have to do  hazardous work. One of the 

Preeminent examples of such a place is Mica Mines in Jharkhand. Here Children pickup 

sharp mica with their delicate hands instead of studying and playing. This research paper 

aims to bring out the reason and consequences of child labour in mica mines and  describe 

the failure of some good law against child labour in such mines by answering the few 

questions, which are Why Mica Mining in Jharkhand especially still uses child labour and 

how does it openly continue?, What are the ill effects caused to children by working in mica 

mining?,and Why do even good laws become languish when it comes to mica mining in 

Jharkhand? 

Keywords: Child labour, dangerous work, Article 24, illegal mines. 

 

I. INTRODUCTION 
The most valuable asset India has is its young population. But what if one part of the asset is 

growing in the dark shadow of sparkling industries. Unfortunately, this is the reality of some 

parts of Jharkhand where at the age of playing with dolls and cars with their hands' children 

tend to collect mica with their bare hands. On one hand,  Mica, a shimmery, translucent mineral 

is used in cosmetics to bring some shine to the face of beauty lovers and on the other hand, the 

same mineral dims the happiness of children collecting it at the risk of their life. Making 

children work is neither morally acceptable nor legally acceptable but still, some unlicensed 

middlemen who are appointed by corporations keep children as labourers to collect mica. This 

is because children have less height and weight which makes it easier for them to enter caves 

as well as to go below the ground. Also, children are more active and get less tired which is 

 
1 Author is a student at Agnel School of Law, Navi Mumbai, India. 
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again very beneficial for the middlemen. Due to the poor economic condition parents have no 

other option to take their children with them to the mica mines because for them more hands 

mean more money. The government has tried to make several policies to eradicate child labour 

in this mine but still failed to completely end child labour in these mines. 

II. THE OPEN SECRET OF CHILD LABOUR IN JHARKHAND 
Article 24 of the Indian Constitution states that “No child below the age of fourteen years shall 

be employed to work in any factory or mine or engaged in any other hazardous employment.”2  

But in Jharkhand, even young children squat among the glittering rocks rubbing with their bare 

hands for shining, fragile flakes of mica, while the older ones go down by unsteady ladders to 

find better quality silicate.3The terrible financial situation and inadequate availability of 

livelihood of the communities make them mica picking.Moreover, mica picking being the 

perfect profession to be had inside the area attracts the communities towards it. Poverty is 

leading the children to work in the mica mines to a add-on the families’ earnings. child labour 

in this region is part of the lifestyles and tradition of the people. In 2018, in the Tisri block of 

Giridih district alone, 3018 working children in mica-related work were detected. child labour 

in mica mining and scrap mica assortment is the most noticeably awful type of youngster work. 

Numerous kids including young girls have been occupied with mining tasks. They even go 

beneath the ground for in excess of 20 feet to burrow and look for mica. Working in loose soil 

is part of the operation.4 A survey was conducted by the National Commission for Protection 

of Child Rights (NCPCR) after a report by Terre Des Hommes, an international development 

agency working in India, revealed last year that more than 22,000 children are employed as 

child labourers in the mica mining areas of Jharkhand and Bihar5. 

Even when everyone knows the dark secret behind the shimmery element in their makeup they 

use it unbothered. But what can we really do about it? Should everyone stop using the products 

made by mica? Should all  big companies start using only synthetic mica? Will this help to 

completely vanish child labour in mica mines? Not really! Logically, If people will stop using 

products made by mica and boycott such big companies who use illegal mica then it will badly 

affect all those families who are dependent on mica mining for their livelihood. They will be 

 
2 INDIA CONST. art.. 24 
3  Nita Bhalla, Rina Chandran, Anuradha Nagaraj, Blood Mica:Deaths of child workers in India's mica 'ghost' 

mines covered up to keep industry alive, Thomson Reuters Foundation, (Jan. 12, 2022, 2:45 PM), 

https://www.reuters.com/article/us-india-mica-children-idUSKCN10D2NA  
4 Child in Need Institute, https://www.cini-india.org/news-and-press/child-labour-mica-mines-koderma-giridih-

district-jharkhand/ ( last visited Dec. 15,2021). 
5The Hindu https://www.thehindu.com/news/national/over-5000-children-abandon-education-in-mica-mining-

districts-of-jharkhand-bihar-survey/article29252154.ece  (last visited Jan. 12, 2022). 
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fully unemployed and they will die of starvation. But until those people do not get other job 

opportunities to work, at least we can ask such big companies to pay the labourers at least the 

amount of money from which they can feed their children and instead of bringing them to 

mines they can send their children to school. Although, in this digital era, we can easily contact 

NGOs which are working for eradicating child labour in such mines and give them some 

donations. 

III. EFFECTS OF MICA MINING ON CHILDREN 
Mica mining is a time-consuming procedure that necessitates entering narrow caves that often 

collapse, trapping children beneath the rocks. Children are forced to go underground to find 

mica, where they frequently find themselves in full darkness. However, the tomb of the caves 

is not the only danger that youngsters mining mica face. They are continuously exposed to dust, 

which can cause pneumonia and other respiratory illnesses. Furthermore, in the absence of 

proper equipment, most youngsters mine mica with their bare hands, which commonly results 

in wounds and skin diseases. Working in illegal mining exposes children to additional 

difficulties such as physical abuse or contemporary slavery. Around mica mining areas, young 

girls are also exposed to commercial sexual exploitation.6 

 Sometimes the collapse of the mine causes the death of children and the other children who 

see the whole incident from their own eyes stay always in fear of death which causes mental 

disturbance. Thus, not only physically but children working in mines of mica also get mentally 

affected. When Children work in mica mines as soon as they gain consciousness, It seats in 

their mind that if they want to stay alive the only way is to work in these mines. They think 

that if they will not work in these mines then they will die of starvation. Their mind can't think 

of anything more than this. They have no idea of the world outside the mica mines, so even 

their mind does not develop well.  

In an interview a host of Refinery29 (A media company mainly focusing on issues related to 

women) asked an 11-year-old girl “ If you didn't have to mine, what would you be doing 

today?" and she answered, "We would stay hungry"7. She didn't say that if she wasn't in the 

mine she would have been studying in school or playing somewhere because her mind doesn't 

have the capacity to think beyond the fear of hunger.  

 
6Katarzyna Rybarczyk, Ending child labor in Mica Mines in India and Madagascar, Stop Child Labor (Jan. 

13,2022, 4:39 PM), https://stopchildlabor.org/ending-child-labor-in-mica-mines-in-india-and-madagascar/ 
7 Lexy Lebsack,Refiner29,(https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=IeR-h9C2fgc) 
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IV. DESPITE HAVING GOOD LAWS, WHY IS CHILD LABOUR STILL THERE IN 

JHARKHAND? 
 As per the Forest Conservation Act,1980, mica mining is banned and labelled as illegal. So 

legally any person either adult or child should not work in these mines. But other than this Act 

we also have several other legal provisions particularly prohibiting child labour such as  -The 

Mines Act of 1952  which prohibits employment of children in mine who are below the age of 

18 as it is a dangerous occupation, The Child Labour (Prohibition & Regulation) Act 1986 

which prohibits employment of children under 14 years in the hazardous occupation identified 

by law, The Juvenile Justice (Care and Protection) of Children Act of 2000   which made 

employing a child in any hazardous employment as a crime. The Right of Children to Free and 

Compulsory Education Act 2009  made the law  mandate free and compulsory education to all 

the children between the ages of 6 to 14 years. 8  

Clearly, we have enough laws to fully eradicate child labour then why it is still openly 

prevailing in Jharkhand that also in the illegal and dangerous mica mines? Maybe because 

Jharkhand is a state which is very rich in mineral resources but poor in agriculture production. 

Due to the poor agricultural conditions, most of the people live below the poverty line. Hence 

for the people who live in the villages where mica mines are available the only way for them 

to survive is mining but in return for doing such hard work the whole day, they get just a little 

amount of money. They only get the amount by which they can have food on their plates for 

one time. If children of such families do not work then they will not be able to fulfil their basic 

needs.  

Indeed, even the local authorities are familiar with these illicit mines quite well however they 

say it is simply limited to remote work where Government plans have neglected to reach.. 

There are some portions where mica mining is going on and where children are involved, and 

we’re trying to roll out schemes to support families to generate other income such as training 

in goat breeding, masonry and making pickles,” said Uma Shankar Singh, District Collector 

for Giridih in an interview taken by a host of  Thomson Reuters Foundation9.  

The question is if mica mining is so openly continuous and without it, the families working in 

such mines will become fully unemployed then why is it still illegal? It was labelled as illegal 

 
8Vrinda Nigam, What are the Laws related to Child Labour in India, ipleader (Jan. 13, 2022, 9:45 PM), 

https://blog.ipleaders.in/laws-related-child-labour-india/  
9 Nita Bhalla, Rina Chandran, Anuradha Nagaraj, Blood Mica:Deaths of child workers in India's mica 'ghost' 

mines covered up to keep industry alive, Thomson Reuters Foundation, (Jan. 12, 2022, 2:45 PM),  

https://www.reuters.com/article/us-india-mica-children-idUSKCN10D2NA  
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in 1980  because it's not good for the environment but before suddenly applying such a law the 

government should have provided alternative job opportunities to the people working there. 

Although mica mining in Jharkhand has not reduced, instead it's still going on as before, despite 

being illegal. Any kind of mica mining, legal or illegal, poses an equal threat to the 

environment, but the only difference is to the people working there.If the mining is legal then 

the government is liable to provide equipment and professional training to the people and the 

people can freely file a complaint against the mica mine operator for not giving enough wages 

or for any other matter. But the mines are illegal hence there is nobody who can hear the 

complaints of the people. The mica operator gives as little as the money he can give to the 

people hence to have food on the plate of every family member even small children are 

compelled to work. As children grow up working in such mines they don't go to school so they 

don't have any knowledge to work and earn so they continue to work in mica mines after 

becoming adults and just like them their children become compelled to work in mines. If the 

Government will not take strict action to stop this then this horrible cycle of poverty will never 

end. 

V. CONCLUSION 
Several gifts of nature sometimes become a curse for the people living there. Mica mine in 

Jharkhand is one of the prominent example. Children in their age to play, to gain knowledge, 

to ask funny questions are under stress whether they will be able to have food on their plates. 

There is no other alternative for their parents to feed them but take them to the mines so they 

can work and earn money for themselves so they can have their next meal. They are many laws 

that can eradicate child labour in Jharkhand but they are not well implemented. As responsible 

citizens of our country, we can just urge the government to provide an alternative to the families 

working in illegal mica mines or legalise mica mines for some years and provide professional 

training, good equipment, and enough wages to the labours so they can send their children to 

school and at least the next generation will be able to come out from the horrible poverty cycle. 

Also, the responsibility lies on the mica mines owner who earns in crores and gives just a little 

amount of rupees to the labourers. They can also take the initiative to give fair wages to the 

adults and stop child labour so they can go to school and become something in their life. After 

all, everyone has the right to dream, isn’t it?.                

***** 
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